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2012 – 2021 SETTING UP THE NATIONAL SYSTEM

EU REC. 2012
NFIL
VALIDATION

LAW 92/2012
CERTIFICATION SYSTEM

DECREE 13/2013
SUBJECTS/PROCESS/INSTRUMENTS
STANDARDS

DECREE 2018 - NQF

2021 VALIDATION GUIDELINES
NATIONAL COMMITTEE OF ENTITLING BODIES

NATIONAL REPERTORY OF QUALIFICATIONS

ENTITLING BODY (REGIONS)
ENTITLING BODY (MINISTRY OF EDUCATION)
ENTITLING BODY MINISTRY OF UNIVERSITY
ENTITLING BODY MINISTRY OF LABOUR

ENTITLED BODIES PROVIDE VALIDATION
ENTITLED BODIES PROVIDE VALIDATION

ENTITLING BODY MANY OTHERS...
The regional guidelines provide for standard required by the national certification system:

- define entitled subjects for non-formal and informal learning validation;

- Identify experts of validation responsible for the entire process;

- set out standard procedures and instruments for each of the three phases of the service (identification, validation, certification);

- establish standard documents and certificates to be released.

Diese Texte sind in vollständig, aber diese Übersetzung ist in vollständig.
REGIONAL REGISTER OF ENTITLED BODIES

Candidates from ACCREDITED BODIES (VET/JOB/GUIDANCE)

3 years experience in vocational training/tutoring/guidance

Regional Training
NATIONAL, REGIONAL LAWS GUIDELINES + INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURES

REGISTER OF ENTITLED BODIES AND EXPERTS
REGIONAL VALIDATION SYSTEM TODAY

REGIONE PIEMONTE
- REGISTER OF ENTITLED BODIES (116)
- TRAINING FOR EXPERTS OF VALIDATION PROCESS RESPONSIBLE (300)

ENTITLED BODY
- EXPERTS OF VALIDATION PROCESS PROVIDE TRAINING FOR OPERATORS
- KEEP A REGISTER OF TRAINED OPERATORS

EXPERTS AND OPERATORS
- PROVIDE THE VALIDATION SERVICE
- RELEASE DOCUMENTS AND CERTIFICATIONS FROM REGIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
PHASES AND ROLES

IDENTIFICATION
- OPERATOR TRAINED + EXPERT RESPONSIBLE
- COLLECTION OF EVIDENCES AND EXPERIENCES

VALIDATION
- OPERATOR TRAINED + SECTOR EXPERT (PROFESSIONAL)
- ASSESSMENT – INTERVIEW and PRACTICE

CERTIFICATION
- EXTERNAL JURY
- FORMAL EXAM (EXACTLY LIKE FORMAL CONTEXT)
COMPUTER SYSTEM INSTRUMENTS

REGIONAL REPERTORY
QUALIFICATIONS AND
COMPETENCES

- YOU ONLY CERTIFICATE
  WHAT IS IN THE
  REPERTORY

EVIDENCES AND
EXPERIENCES LINKED TO
COMPETENCES

- IDENTIFICATION:
  CITIZENS’ EXPERIENCES
  AND EVIDENCES ARE
  TRACED

VALIDATION
DOCUMENTS AND
CERTIFICATIONS
COMPUTER SUPPORTED
AND TRACED

- ALL THE
  PROCESS
  IS TRACED
Validation services are not yet available on demand.

We authorise our services in 2 ways:

1. Financed by Regional Measures

2. Authorised by Regione Piemonte and financed by other funds

FIRST EUROPEAN VALIDATION FESTIVAL – BRUXELLES -2018
PROJECT “DISCORSI MIGRANTI” financed by FAMI and authorised by Regione Piemonte
- chosen as good practice
Migrants core themes: house, health and validation
2015-2020 WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING

- CARE GIVERS
- TARGET PROJECTS
- SERVICES APPLIED IN REGULATED PROFESSIONS
- PROJECTS AUTHORISED
- JOB SERVICES CIVIL SERVICE
2016 VALIDATION IN CIVIL SERVICE - YOUTH GUARANTEE

- Training standards sector
- Labour sector
- Civil service sector

166
YOUNG PEOPLE INVOLVED
24 – 34 YEARS

164
IDENTIFICATION PHASE

143
VALIDATION PHASE
NEW REGIONAL MEASURE DEVOTED TO SERVICES

FOCUS GROUP ON CRITICAL POINTS AND FEED BACK

2015 - 2020 FIRST YEARS: GOOD QUALITY BUT SMALL NUMBERS

FEED BACK AND APPROVED GUIDELINES

2015 EXPERIMENTATION

2021 – 2023 BACK TO EXPERIMENTATION
GOALS OF THE NEW MEASURE

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF SERVICES PROVIDED

INSTITUTIONAL COMMUNICATION

FINANCING 1.500.000

COLLECT AND ANALYSE DATA

COSTS OF THE SERVICE

FAVOURITE TARGET

MAKE THE SERVICE “UNIVERSAL” (AVAILABLE ON DEMAND)

DEFINE A STANDARD COST

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE COMPUTER SUPPORTED
If you can dream it, you can do it.
Walt Disney

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION